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ORAL HISTORY REVIEW 15 (Spring 1987): 81-102 

Both A Borrower and A Lender Be: 
Ethnography, Oral History, 
and Grounded Theory 

FERN INGERSOLL 
JASPER INGERSOLL 

Introduction 
Whether we move backward in time or outward over group 
boundaries, we can find striking cultural differences. All researchers 

FERN INGERSOLL is an oral historian and lecturer who has interviewed men who 
created our national forest system, women who worked for suffrage, former members 
of Congress, and people who started the Department of Education. She currently 
lectures for tours going to Southeast Asia. 

JASPER INGERSOLL is an anthropologist teaching at Catholic University who has 
also contributed to development project analysis and implementation in Asia, Africa, 
and Central America. 

The Ingersolls have lived and worked together in Thailand during four extended 
periods since the 1950s and each has made several shorter visits individually. An 
earlier version of this essay was presented at the fall meeting of Oral History in the 
Mid-Atlantic Region (OHMAR) held on November 16, 1985, at Catholic University 
in Washington, D.C., in a panel exploring the conjunction between oral historical and 
anthropological fieldwork. 
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keenly aware of such differences feel a tension between sensitivity 
and rigor-between intuitive insights into local meanings and 
systematic gathering of reliable data. In attempting to explore a 
generation of rural development in Thailand, we felt this tension but 
sought the advantages of both sensitive insights and rigorous 
methods. We thus combined ethnography and oral history, and we 
borrowed two approaches from qualitative sociology: grounded 
theory as an intellectual guide and focus group interviews as a 
versatile technique. 

The main "policy points" for this article are these: 
1. Borrowing ideas and methods from other disciplines can 
enrich one's own work; 
2. It can also introduce conflicts and tensions into one's 
workplace, but the benefits are worth the costs; 
3. Oral historians and ethnographers can profitably borrow 
and lend working concepts and methods. 

Setting 
In 1982 we returned for a year to a village in central Thailand, 

where we had lived a generation before. We combined our interests 
as oral historian and anthropologist to focus on the deceptively 
simple question: Are these people any better off? In what ways are 
they able to support themselves and sustain their own sense of well- 
being any better, less well, or differently from a generation ago? How 
are these changes related to modernization and development? We 
wished to understand their notions of a good life and changes in 
their abilities to attain it. 

The village, which in the late fifties had about 1,800 people, has 
grown to 2,500; but birth control-almost unknown in the past-is 
now accepted and practiced by almost all young couples. The four 
years of primary schooling, available and compulsory in the past, 
have been expanded to six compulsory and six additional years of 
high school available to those who can pass the entrance exams and 
whose parents can pay the fees. Greater need for cash, at the same 
time that land is becoming more scarce, requires that most people 
do more than just grow rice. Electricity, running water, and bus 
service into a town some ten miles away have been obtained for the 
villagers through the efforts of two dynamic, development-oriented 
head priests of the village Buddhist temple. 
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During that year back in the village, we observed and listened 
closely as people spontaneously made statements about particular 
events, reactions that seemed to express some sense of well-being. 
Their statements fell into over twenty categories, particular aspects 
of their Thai, Buddhist, agrarian, or modernist sense of well-being, 
which we called "ways of well-being." After about six months we 
then found that these local forms seemed to fit into four general 
categories of human well-being: having enough resources to meet 
one's needs; participating in significant groups and communities; 
attaining a measure of dignity; living with a sense of hope and 
meaning. We simply note for now that their idiosyncratic positions 
seem to be local versions of broader human themes. 

Although we had done some surveys in addition to our 
ethnographic research when we were in the village twenty-five years 
ago, we decided that qualitative data were most important for giving 
us descriptive, subtle information in context to answer our 
questions about their experience of well-being. Voraciously we 
collected Thai government documents, Agency for International 
Development material, and World Bank reports on development 
projects that had in any way touched the lives of the villagers. We 
filled files with newspaper clippings on what was happening on the 
national scene. We also collected village documents: booklets on the 
eighty-five years of the temple and sixty years of the school as well 
as the headman's census records; but in a place where the spoken 
word is by far the most important means of communicating in 
everyday social settings, oral information-recorded in our daily 
observations--was our best source of understanding. 

I. Ways of Gathering Oral Information 
Our methods of gathering oral information were extremely 

varied. The ethnographic approach of spending an extended period 
of time as a participant-observer in people's lives entails a variety of 
information sources and different ways of seeking information. 
Since our research questions, cited above, were so broad, certain 
methods were better adapted to particular topics. Also, our 
collaborative work with another research team studying family 
planning changes greatly extended our range of gathering data. 

Our day-to-day activities were a mixture of moving about the 
village, taking the local bus into town, continually having informal 
conversations, observing what went on in the course of fulfilling our 
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own needs, attending public rituals and meetings as well as 
ceremonies in homes to which we were invited, and receiving 
visitors, both people who had known us before and those who had 
been born or had moved to the village since we had first lived there. 
Later, our observations from our windows facing the main road 
became a basis for identifying and formulating questions. Still later, 
reviews of our notes, both past and present, identified questions we 
needed to probe. 

The following categorization of methods we used is arbitrary, 
these approaches being neither clear-cut nor mutually exclusive but 
rather cross-cutting and overlapping. The outline does, however, 
reflect our varied efforts to explore a wide variety of village 
experience through time. Our five ways of collecting oral information 
include three from individual villagers and two from groups of 
villagers. From individuals we gleaned information through (1) 
spontaneous encounters and conversations; (2) relatively structured 
visits and conversations or interviews; and (3) biographical oral 
histories. From groups we gathered information through (1) panel 
interviews and (2) focus group interviews. Although these five 
techniques might be placed on a continuum roughly from 
unstructured to structured, it would be hard to say whether the 
biographical oral histories with individuals or the panel interviews 
were more structured. 

A. Information from individuals. Our first way of gathering oral 
data- spontaneous encounters and conversations--had the advan- 
tage that a vast amount of information came to us relatively 
undistorted by our having posed questions that might have shaped 
villagers' thoughts into our thought molds. On buses into town and 
on trips to other parts of the country we talked with anyone nearby. 
This was also the case when we went to vegetable stands or a local 
noodle shop to buy food, or hunted for someone to build shelves, 
mend a leaking roof, or clean a water tank. Similarly, when we gave 
blankets to the priests in the cold season, hired a cook, visited sick 
people, or bought a motorcycle, we in no way sought out our 
informants; they were simply there-in their own places. 

Our visitors, however, were selected-self-selected. They were 
usually people who were interested in us if they had known us in the 
past, or were curious about us if we were new to them. We tried to 
encourage their visits, even though their frequency gave us little or 
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no time to ourselves. But privacy is neither a virtue for them nor a 
possibility for their ethnographers. 

These encounters could rarely be planned, and they involved 
our answering questions as much as asking them. Often these were 
questions concerning money: "How much money do you make?"; 
"How much does it cost to go to America?"; "How much did this or 
that thing cost?" The repetition of questions villagers had asked a 
generation earlier sensitized us to how they looked at us and how 
this differed from the way we looked at ourselves. Later,we typed on 
note cards their questions, as well as their answers to ours, as we sat 
facing our big windows over the village road. 

A limitation in our first technique was that we usually did not 
reach the very poorest villagers or those who for one reason or 
another did not associate with us. If we had been measuring well- 
being, this technique would not have worked; but it was very 
effective in giving us clues about their sense of the good life. Our on- 
the-spot observations, though not statistically representative, 
offered strategic insights. We followed closely, for example, the 
effects of electricity having been cut off from the house of one poor 
woman across the road--limiting her resources, curtailing her social 
participation, damaging her sense of dignity, and reducing her 
ability to consume goods and services that had become one of the 
sources of hope and meaning for villagers. 

Our second way of collecting oral information was relatively 
more structured visits, conversations, and interviews, all recorded 
in notes, though not on tape. We call these "relatively structured" 
because our informants were often selected for the kind of 
information they could give us, and our questions were shaped by 
the situation and by our curiosity. Here we include attending 
ceremonies in homes and in the temple. Usually the questions we 
asked were concerned with the meaning of the ceremonies, and how 
they compared with the same ceremony in the past, costs, and the 
like. Similarly informants were selected and questions fitted to the 
situation when we visited different types of productive activities, 
many of which had not even existed before: rice irrigation, threshing 
bees, sugar harvesting, pig raising, milking cows, and canal fishing 
temporarily destroyed by agricultural pesticides killing the fish. 

We would also include in this second technique the many 
conversations we had with our cook, which often took place when we 
had encountered something we did not understand or when she had 
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a bit of information she thought would interest us. We often used 
what she told us as a springboard for questions for other villagers. 
When her family was involved in a dispute about giving up land for a 
drainage canal, we had to be extremely careful not to reveal our 
"inside" source, which then informed the subsequent questions we 
asked of others in that dispute. 

Biographical oral history interviews-our third technique for 
collecting oral data- came only late in our stay in the village. In the 
fifties we had had no recording equipment. In the eighties, we chose 
our interviewees for taped interviews very carefully: three had been 
key informants during our first visit, four were new to us, and two 
had been children when we first lived in the village. They were all 
capable, clear speakers; they had had interesting lives of which we 
were aware through previous conversations. David Henige in Oral 
Historiography voices the concern that "a series of introspective life 
histories-no matter how many-can only lead to a cellular 
rendition of the past, with each all hermetically sealed, rather than 
combining to form a fuller and more integrated picture."' We chose 
these oral history informants more because of their life stories and 
skill in telling them than because their lives had touched each other, 
though several were related. We traced their interrelationships and 
pursued each one's connection with wider events and trends of 
change, about which we knew from other sources. In this manner 
we sought to avoid "cellular renditions" and to make these life 
histories an important part of our portrait of changing village 
life. 

For these oral history interviews, again, our methods varied. 
Before we began to record with a retired schoolteacher and a former 
head priest, we worked with each to outline the various phases of his 
life. These outlines resulted in many interview sessions over a 
period of several months. The other oral history interviews were 
shorter (one to three sessions) and generally followed a series of 
topics we had prepared, based on what we knew of the background 
of each interviewee and the way development and modernization 
had touched the life of each. 

'David Henige, Oral Historiography (New Yorkl Longman, 1982), 110. 
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All of these interviewees made efforts to give thoughtful 
answers. Although one tended to remember only the positive things 
that had happened, the others recalled the bad as well as the good, 
the human costs as well as the benefits. All were comfortable with a 
microphone in front of them, since electric microphones at village 
meetings had become a normal way of'life. Henige remarks that 
" ... as members of a society in which the spoken word plays a 
prominent social role, informants are likely to regard orality as a 
performing art."2 Several of our interviewees' expressions of 
excitement, joy, and anger were intense and delivered with relish- 
more than they might have been in normal village discourse, in 
which expression of feelings is culturally restrained; yet we feel that 
these expressions enhanced rather than discolored our under- 
standing of the situations they were recounting. 

The problem of the "culture hero," often encountered in oral 
histories, was evident in these and other types of interviews and 
conversations. Contributions of an earlier leader to village 
development had been almost completely forgotten in the course of 
twenty-five years. A more recent, very charismatic leader had done 
it all, in the minds of many villagers. If we had not lived in the village 
at the time the first leader quietly and ably held the stage, we might 
not have thought to interview him extensively in the eighties. 
Exposure to the lives of the people over an extended period of time 
clarified for us this blurring of communal memory. 

Our long-term exposure was also of great help in what Henige 
calls the "problem of dealing with the dynamics of tradition."3 If we 
had done an ethnography only in the eighties, we would have 
thought that three brothers who were the first head priests of the 
temple had always enjoyed great veneration. But they were figures 
of whom we had heard nothing when we were living in the village the 
first time. During the 1970s, the dynamic priest, who himself had 
become a culture hero, had placed their ashes in golden busts 
fashioned after old photos of these three founding fathers. They 
have, especially the youngest brother, become a local cult. In the 
area of hope as an aspect of well-being, these magic powers, called 
upon in past and present in quite different situations, have long 

2Ibid., 76. 
3Ibid., 85. 
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been important. The greatly increased significance that these three 
figures had assumed in recent years gave us added insight into local 
creativity and changing insecurities in people's lives. 

B. Information from groups. Both of our techniques for collecting 
oral information from groups were especially adapted to comparing 
villagers' lives in the past and the present. The first we called panel 
interviewing. In the late fifties we had assembled several panels- 
one of teachers, one of farmers, another of young men who had 
recently left the Buddhist priesthood--and had asked them about 
their experiences in one to three lengthy sessions. In the eighties, 
when we returned, all of the farmers had died and the young men 
leaving the priesthood were, of course, a different generation; but 
we assembled a panel of each and asked many of the same questions 
we had asked before. 

In both periods of fieldwork, panel interviewing took place in the 
final months, when we knew the pertinent issues and the most able 
informants. Problems of group domination by one or two articulate 
speakers were not so serious as some researchers have found. In 
relation to us as outsiders, the informants were generally equally 
qualified to speak, as we emphasized to them. On the other hand, we 
could use our knowledge of the local context of the issues being 
discussed to probe for alternative answers. It was also effective 
simply to look expectantly at others while one informant was talking. 
By pressing for a group conversation rather than questions and 
answers, we could encourage them to spark each other's memories 
and enrich their own past-present comparisons. 

Our second way of collecting oral data from groups has been 
termed "focus group interviews" by market researchers and by 
qualitative sociologists. The method was brought to our attention 
by a Thai-American team of demographers conducting a nationwide 
study of fertility control. They were examining Thai attitudes 
toward families to ascertain why Thailand, a country without social 
security for the old, has achieved such remarkable fertility 
reduction. We participated in their data collection and interpretation 
for our village.4 

4See John Knodel et aL, A Tale of Two Generations: A Qualitative Analysis of 
Fertility Transition in Thailand, Population Studies Center Research Reports, no. 
83-44 (Ann Arbor. University of Michigan, 1983) and "Fertility Transition in 
Thailand: A Qualitative Analysis," Population and Development Review 10 (June 
1984): 298-301. 
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Focus group research involves choosing a sample of informants 
from a varied population, deciding which informant characteristics 
matter most to the topic under study, and then dividing the 
informants into several interview groups (focus groups) of six to 
nine members. Members of each group share one or two of the 
pertinent characteristics but differ from members of the other 
groups in regard to other pertinent characteristics. Given the topic 
of rapid fertility decline, the team selected age, sex, and number of 
children as crucial characteristics. Samples of informants in each of 
several geographic and cultural regions of Thailand were thus 
divided into four focus groups: older men, older women, younger 
men, and younger women. Members of the older groups had five or 
more children; members of younger groups had four or more 
siblings but wanted and had had only two or three children. Formal 
educational level was similar in all four groups. Members of each 
focus group thus shared enough characteristics, values, and 
experience to facilitate conversation among peers. 

Each group met for about two hours with a skilled interviewer 
who asked open-ended questions, following an interview guide, to 
stimulate discussion on how the thoughts and actions of both sexes 
had changed within a generation. The results were recorded on tape 
and also by hand by an observer who identified individual speakers 
so that an individual's answer to one question could be correlated 
with his or her answer to others. The results were transcribed and 
analyzed. 

In other kinds of interviewing, we often had difficulty asking the 
"why-type" of question. Our respondents might simply say 
"because.. ." and repeat the words of the question. Focus group 
interviewing gets at "why" issues by comparison among types of 
informants rather than by unproductive individual probes. Because 
their family experience and attitudes are so important a part of their 
experience of well-being, analysis of the focus group transcripts 
produced many insights relative to our study. 

Our basic ethnographic method of participant observation was 
thus greatly enriched by our willingness to borrow field techniques 
from sociology and from oral history. Oral historians, who have 
much to lend, can equally profit from borrowing judiciously from 
several other disciplines. Having worked together in both oral 
history and ethnography, we are confident that most oral history 
projects could benefit from both the general spirit and general 
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method of ethnography. That general spirit, for all its particular 
variations, is comprised of: (1) an intention to understand some 
other people's world in their own terms in order to present it in the 
terms of one' s own world; (2) an assumption that things in that other 
world (even if not a remote one) will not be simply what they seem 
initially to an outsider; and (3) a belief that understanding those 
things in their own local context requires an ethnographer to 
immerse oneself for a time in everyday living within that local 
context, that "other world." The general method of ethnography, 
also with many particular variants, is personal immersion as a 
participant observer in that shadowy, marginal but very instructive 
niche at the edge of a society. With suitable adaptations, the general 
spirit and method of ethnography can be applied, even if only very 
modestly, to practically all oral history projects. 

Our own indebtedness to other fields, however, went beyond 
methods and techniques discussed above. We reached out, again to 
qualitative sociology, to a relatively novel way of interpreting data in 
the very process of gathering it-grounded theory. 

II. Grounded Theory and Ethnography 
An ethnographer, usually having in mind some topical research 

interest, begins with a mental wide-angle lens pointed toward some 
people, builds personal relationships with them, studies them in the 
context of their everyday lives, and gradually focuses the lens more 
clearly on main questions to explore and hunches to test. Grounded 
theory offers a systematic way to focus the lens. It is not a 
conventional theory but a theory of method, or a creative way of 
joining method and theory to discover original explanations of field 
data in the very process of gathering and reviewing it. As noted 
earlier, we let the many particular types or ways of expressing well- 
being and the four more embracing, general types gradually emerge 
from daily observation and conversation. We tried to paint both the 
details of the canvas and the more general picture frame 
together. 

We found that trying to use grounded theory for ethnographic 
fieldwork presents real conflicts but also prospects for a difficult 
though more perfect union-of gathering, analyzing, and interpreting 
data. Our use of grounded theory in the 1980s did not change what 
we did so much as how we reflected on what we were doing and 
getting. It is as if ethnographers have been speaking prose all along, 
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but grounded theory now offers some orderly rules of grammar to 
improve our prose. This grammatical analogy may be applied to 
ethnography and oral history; many oral historians have informally 
done ethnography without formally "speaking ethnographic 
prose." 

A researcher can use grounded theory to discover original 
theoretical statements (hunches, arguments, positions, premises, 
hypotheses) with which to interpret one's research findings, rather 
than use these findings merely to test someone else's previous 
argument or hypothesis. The idea is to ground a theoretical position 
inductively in one' s own fieldwork, creatively seeking field data and 
theoretical explanations in a single iterative process of gathering 
information and reflecting upon what it means. It is nearly 
impossible to describe clearly the involutions of this iterative 
process in simple linear sequence. It was also very difficult to carry 
out this iterative back-and-forth gathering and reflecting, given the 
massive body of field notes from our previous fieldwork. 

The intent of the inventors of grounded theory, Barney Glaser 
and Anselm Strauss, was to free sociologists from the old 
positivistic goal of verifying an established hypothesis and to help 
them apply their energy to a more creative goal of generating 
personal hunches and gradually shaping them into more coherent 
hypotheses for interpreting findings in the course of gathering and 
examining field data. 

The implications of grounded theory are not the same for 
anthropologists as for sociologists. Compared to most sociological 
research, ethnography (like oral history) is more personal, 
experiential, exploratory, unstructured, qualitative, and cum- 
ulatively productive of insights. Ethnography (like oral history) is 
thus deeply compatible with the spirit of grounded theory: both 
thrive on continuing creative reflection and ideas. But ethnography 
is also intensely vulnerable to the pulling and hauling of everyday 
events and surprises beyond the ethnographer's control. We thus 
found it particularly difficult and instructive to attempt a grounded 
theory approach in what William James called the "blooming, 
buzzing confusion" of somebody else's world. 

Full-time ethnography is a continuous, night-and-day series of 
happenings, plots thickening and thinning, information flowing in all 
directions, and insights coaxed out of the confusion. At times the 
process has all the order and control of plunging down a turbulent 
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river in a round raft. There was no choice but to abandon some final, 
feverish efforts of data gathering-just before leaving the village in 
1960-to rush a young woman to the hospital after she had taken 
insecticide to end her life. Our field procedures and results thus 
cannot conveniently be distilled into distinct, orderly patterns. To 
convey our experience simply, however, we present our use of 
grounded theory in ethnographic work as if it were a series of phases 
or emphases. This brief summary is a selection of points from the 
complex, subtle argument of Glaser and Strauss, which they 
presented in The Discovery of Grounded Theory with rich conceptual 
flourish but without adequate illustrations to clarify all of their 
points.' 

Given the difficulty of condensing their complete argument, we 
as borrowers present here the influence of grounded theory upon 
our fieldwork--how it helped us focus clearly on Thai village well- 

being--rather 
than a complete review of grounded theory. We found 

our focus very profitable even if we did not grasp all the implications 
of grounded theory. Thus we cannot expect Glaser and Strauss to be 
fully satisfied with this limited rendition, but we think ethnographers 
and oral historians may be able to make use of it to get started. 

A. The process of grounded theory. The following six phases 
are, in effect, an iterative process which, though not rigid, will guide 
the fieldworker toward the next kind of information needed as well 
as help to discover explanations for the information being 
acquired. 

1. Gathering and making sense of data. The point is to seek 
as many ideas as possible that may help to interpret the findings. 
When verifying someone else's argument, researchers usually test 

'The basic source is Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss, The Discovery of 
Grounded Theory: Strategies for Qualitative Research (New Yorkl Aldine Pub. Co., 
1967). Barney Glaser has written a useful sequel that we discovered only after our 
fieldwork: Theoretical Sensitivity: Advances in the Methodology of Grounded Theory 
(Mill Valley, Calif.: Sociology Press, 1978). Both books expect readers to find 
substantive examples of the method in the many monographs published by the 
authors, of which seventeen are listed in Theoretical Sensitivity. A helpful fieldwork 
manual that does not discuss grounded theory but translates it into field procedures 
is Leonard Schatzman and Anselm Strauss, Field Research: Strategies for a Natural 
Sociology (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1973). 
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only a very few hypotheses; but in searching for our own theories to 
explain our findings, we recorded and then tried to refine all the 
hunches and hypotheses that occurred to us. Rather than trying to 
relate all of our information to one or two general premises, we 
continually sought a wide variety of interpretive ideas for the many 
subjects covered by our information. We recorded over fifty-five 
hunches or hypotheses during the year, each one stimulated by 
some experience. The "Japanese miracle," for example, looks 
(sounds!) very different in a Thai village from its manifestation in 
remote Washington. From "downtown" village Thailand, it is 
immediately apparent (audible) that a significant part of Japanese 
industrial success stems from their ability to respond to market 
demand in poor countries of Asia and Africa for low-cost machines, 
vehicles, tools, and consumer goods. The Japanese were much more 
able than Western industry-based upon high, heavy technology- 
to take into serious account the limited-but-expandable buying 
power of the masses in the poorer countries. This market-centered 
hypothesis was prompted initially by the roar of unmuffled vehicles 
past our house, supplemented by observation of household 
products. 

Since grounded theory is designed to help fieldworkers discover 
their own explanations for what they are finding, it is best suited for 
the exploratory, formative stage of research. At this stage 
qualitative data encourage flexibility, variety, descriptive detail, 
and spontaneity, all of which facilitate new insights. For later stages 
of testing findings or ascertaining how they are distributed in wider 
populations, quantitative data may become more appropriate. Our 
study was conducted at the early stage of exploring the ways in 
which Thai villagers have supported their well-being. We wanted to 
understand how the different parts of their experience of well-being 
had actually worked, how they fit and conflict. Descriptive, 
qualitative data were thus more suited to our task, and we gathered 
them in the various ways described above. 

Our first task was to identify the villagers' many "ways of well- 
being," which became our basic conceptual building blocks. Our 
search consisted of open-ended ethnographic watching, listening, 
and probing. We recorded in our field notes what people did and 
said, their explanation of their doings and sayings, and our 
interpretations. In reviewing our daily notes, we looked for items 
(events, incidents, activities, expressions, statements) that the 
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people seemed to associate in some way with a good life, with well- 
being. We coded (classified) such items into as many categories of 
well-being as seemed appropriate, as they seemed to emerge from 
the data (the items), or as data emerged that seemed to fit an 
existing way of well-being. 

One major way of experiencing well-being, central to Thai 
Buddhist life, is the karmic concept of merit making: people 
continually and unavoidably encounter positive and negative 
experiences as karmic reflections of every single instance of good 
and evil conduct (minor and major) in their present and previous 
lives. Expectably, a vast number of items in our notes touched on 
merit. The analytical task was to compare it with previous items of 
merit. Through this "constant comparative method,"6 we were 
stimulated to identify the many alternative, variable properties of 
merit (ways to acquire it, settings in which people acquire it, 
conditions in which they emphasize it, ways in which they validate it, 
consequences of it in various aspects of life, and the like). After 
making a number of such comparisons and identifying some of the 
properties of merit, the next step was to write a research memo 
(phase 5 below) summarizing our tentative ideas, questions, areas of 
confusion, and hunches about merit and its properties. The virtue of 
this inductive process was in classifying our thinking while still 
fresh, resolving some of our confusions, and grounding our tentative 
conclusions immediately in our data, rather than in logical 
speculation. When we returned to the village in 1982 we were well 
acquainted with everyday life there, but had no clear idea of 
villagers' experience of well-being beyond a vague expectation of 
finding material and nonmaterial aspects of well-being. The 
grounded theory approach guided our search for the numerous and 
subtle aspects of their experience of well-being. 

2. Continuing dialogue with field notes. At this point our use 
of the grounded theory approach began to pinch. Glaser and Strauss 
call for continuing review of notes, reflecting upon what one is 
getting and what it might mean, and recording hunches and 
questions to pursue. This process, vital for cumulative interpretation 

6Glaser and Strauss, Discovery of Grounded Theory, chap. 5, presents the 
constant comparative method, central to grounded theory. 
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of findings, is possible to sustain only in a quiet place where one may 
retreat and commune with the growing body of field notes. We found 
no such sanctuary in the midst of village life. Reading and thinking 
were often impossible because of the frequent announcements, 
sermons, and music amplified by powerful microphones from the 
temple, public and private celebrations, visiting commerical movies, 
and advertising sound trucks-as well as the noise, mentioned 
earlier, from vehicles with dead mufflers and deafening horns. 
Further distractions included our stream of visitors, constant 
events we wanted to keep up with, and periods of intense heat, 
dampness, and insects. We could barely keep up with recording 
notes, to say nothing of reviewing them regularly. Our only 
occasional retreat, with an armload of note cards, was to the relative 
quiet of Bangkok! In addition to our growing bundle of current notes 
were our 2,000 pages of note cards from the fifties that we also tried 
to use to make more detailed comparisons than we could from 
memory. 

Although we could not keep up a continuing dialogue with our 
notes, we could see the value even of our partial reviews. For 
example, earlier we noted that our spontaneous encounters with 
villagers involved our answering questions as much as asking them, 
and that their questions often concerned money. Their questions 
were so routine that we did not always record them, but a review of 
notes prompted us to focus on their queries as a good reflection of 
their thoughts. We then recorded their questions and the contexts in 
which they posed them. We had long been used to being asked how 
much money we earned, interpreting it as curiosity about a subject 
not considered private; but as we reviewed carefully the circumstances 
in which they questioned us, we saw something more subtle. Like 
poor, working rural people anywhere, they had great difficulty 
understanding how educated Americans might travel all the way to 
their village, spend an entire year, return to visit from time to time, 
and return for an entire second year, to do nothing but "study." 
Their questions to us reflected much more of their views about us 
than we had realized until being sensitized by reviewing field 
notes. 

Some of the process of grounded theory might seem too 
complex, forbidding; but the general intent is actually very 
compatible with the more intuitive, experiential approach of oral 
historian Charles Morrissey, which, in conversation, he has called 
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"peeling the onion." Morrissey sometimes uses initial questions 
just to stimulate initial taped answers that he then reviews carefully, 
searching for insights with which to frame better questions, to elicit 
more thorough answers. Like the grounded theorist, he devises his 
next steps from reviewing his previous ones. The grounded theorist 
peels the onion by continuously examining each stage of data for 
better questions to pose and better insights with which to interpret 
the data. In both cases the intent of peeling layers of the onion is not 
to get to some essential "core" of inner truth but to continue mixing 
data gathering with interpreting to make deeper sense out of a 
reality that is always more complex than its original appearance, the 
outer layers of the onion. 

3. Collecting "just enough" data. This phase proved 
particularly difficult. Ethnographers, whatever their religious 
affiliation or nonaffiliation, have generally been Baptists in field 
style-total immersion in the stream of the life of the people they 
study. Without sweating, shivering, sneezing, sleeping, and eating in 
the immediate world of their informants, ethnographers do not 
expect to penetrate that world very deeply, or even to understand 
their own data very well. It follows that ethnographers would want to 
collect "everything" (at least as much as possible) about the general 
way of life as background for later use in helping to interpret 
findings and support conclusions. The simple principle "one never 
knows when it will come in handy" has rewarded many ethnographers 
as they later sifted through endless bits and pieces of information 
that had drifted in because of intimate exposure to the local scene. 
Perhaps those little rewards of later insight have dulled anthro- 
pologists' curiosity about the cost effectiveness of trying to gather 
everything in the field. 

The grounded theory approach differs sharply from this 
ethnographic storage closet principle; grounded theory contends 
that it is better to acquire enough initial familiarity with a given 
group in its general setting to formulate an appropriate, manageable 
research focus, and then gather only enough data to stimulate first 
impressions and preliminary hypotheses that might account for the 
findings. One need not worry if these early insights later prove 
inadequate. The grounded theorist keeps trying to improve insights 
as well as data throughout fieldwork. The ethnographic imperative 
is to settle down and take in all one can of a human setting in the 
expectation that thorough familiarity with the local context will 
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become the major foundation for later interpretation. The grounded 
theory imperative, by contrast, is initially to take in just enough of a 
human setting to gain first impressions and insights that will then be 
tested and refined by seeking a comparative experience elsewhere. 

4. Making secondary comparisons. After gaining initial 
familiarity, the grounded theorist does not pursue more of the same 
but seeks a sample of people elsewhere with the right characteristics to 
stimulate a more critical, comparative perspective on the primary 
group of people under study. Glaser and Strauss call this strategy 
"theoretical sampling," a deceptively simple term.7 An appropriate 
sample for secondary comparisons includes people with experience 
pertinent to the research focus (qualitatively relevant) rather than 
people with a statistically equal chance of being included 
(quantitatively random), and rather than people statistically similar 
to larger populations (quantitatively representative). Thus one 
seeks in other settings a sample of people who are theoretically 
significant because they are similar enough to be comparable and 
different enough to stimulate critical thought about the primary 
group of people being studied. The idea is to spend just long 
enough, in one or more visits to people in a theoretical sample, to 
generate new insights for application to the study of the original 
group. Theoretical sampling thus begins quite early in a field study 
and can be repeated, as needed, from time to time during the 
study. 

We made secondary comparisons starting very soon after our 
return to the village in 1982. We accompanied villagers visiting 
temple festivals and doing business in neighboring villages; we did 
errands in nearby towns; we later visited isolated Karen ethnic 
minority groups in the northern and central mountains near Burma; 
and still later we visited rice villages in the Northeast and Muslim 
fishing villages in the South. Ethnographers regularly make such 
comparative visits but usually only after thorough exposure to the 
primary community and then sometimes with the feeling they are 
neglecting their main task. We made these visits from the beginning 
as an integral part of understanding our case. 

7Ibid., chap. 3. 
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After every such visit we recorded daily ethnographic observa- 
tions; but we also wrote research memos (see next paragraph) to 
clarify our questions and probe for our answers. How does the 
"same" festival in a village a meter or two lower--in the canal life of 
the flood plain--and more remote from the main highway, compare 
and contrast with "our" village? In what ways are Karen hill tribal 
people more isolated and less modernized? How do the Muslim 
fishing people in the South participate differently in the larger 
society? At such times we were crystallizing our ethnographic 
insights with grounded theory practice, using our very particular, 
intense experiences to search for more general, comparative 
patterns. 

5. Writing research memos. This activity begins very early in 
fieldwork, and becomes more central as work progresses. Research 
memos simply record any new questions or ideas that occur to a 
researcher while gathering information or reviewing field notes: (1) 
a methodological memo may note the results of a new field technique 
or pose an unresolved problem of method, such as choosing among 
several techniques for translating our oral history interviews from 
Thai to English; (2) a substantive memo may review a point that has 
come from several observations or interviews, identify a gap in the 
data such as our initial impressions of changes in the village during 
the last generation, or draw together life history information from 
several sources before doing an oral history interview; and (3) a 
theoretical memo may record a new interpretation or a conceptual 
difficulty such as insights about links among the various aspects of 
well-being. A research memo might combine two or three of these 
types of information, but we found it advantageous to keep them 
generally separate. 

Frequent research memos, probing beyond field notes, are an 
essential means to the dual goals of grounded theory: to gather data 
and to provide theoretical explanations for them in the same field- 
work process. Our field notes on Karen mountain people, for 
example, indicate their limited identification with the larger Thai 
society and their close identification with fellow Karens-two-and 
three-day jungle-mountain treks into Burma for Karen festivals. Our 
research memos after returning from the Burmese border, however, 
tend to deal more generally with the greater capacities of Central 
Thai villagers to sustain their well-being as a reflection of their 
majority ethnic status, command of the national language, wider 
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physical and social mobility, and far greater access to material and 
knowledge resources. Particular comparative observations often 
appear in our daily field notes, but in our research memos we tried to 
draw out the more general comparative insights from such 
observations. We kept research memos on letter-size paper, filed in 
loose-leaf notebooks separate from our daily field notes. 

6. Fleshing out the argument. The final step is a sort of 
extension of research memos, a bridge between them and the early 
stage of writing up the results. Done while the grounded theorist is 
still in the field, it consists of reviewing all of the field hunches and 
hypotheses, trying to draw them together into coherent clusters, 
searching for connections among them where possible, and noting 
gaps and inconsistencies remaining among them. Some of our final 
conceptual memos were attempts to interpret the varied relation- 
ships among the people's many ways of well-being and among the 
four more general clusters of these ways that we had gradually 
identified. In these memos we searched for the manner in which the 
different ways of well-being (such as health, mobililty, security, 
making merit, and hope for a better life for the children) reinforced 
and conflicted with each other. 

Thus one can begin to see the shape of an interpretive 
argument before leaving the field, when it is still possible to fill in 
some of the chinks with final information gathering and idea testing. 
We were unable fully to carry out this final step, called "densifying" 
one's theory. Our topic of well-being was broad, its ingredients 
diffuse, linkages among them elusive, and our experience in 
grounded theory limited; so we could not expect total success, 
especially in the final weeks when note-taking and leave-taking 
escalated and collided. Visiting us in the final months of our first 
fieldwork in 1960, a wise mentor urged that the writing up should 
begin while still in the village-advice ignored in the face of what 
seemed like endless "gaps" in data. The same sort of"gaps" seemed 
equally intimidating in the final months a generation later in 1983; 
but our response was different. We neither tried to start writing our 
book nor merely to fill all the data "gaps." Rather, we tried to 
combine gathering data and fleshing out our argument, as a bridge 
toward the next phase of final analysis and writing. However shaky 
the bridge, this phase of the grounded theory process helped us 
select data to emphasize at the end and got us further into the final 
analysis and summarizing that has continued after the fieldwork. 
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This account of the grounded theory process, selectively 
adapted to ethnographic fieldwork, is a brief, simplified, but we 
hope not distorted, introduction to the complex argument of Glaser 
and Strauss. The greatest value of using grounded theory is the 
creativity it inspires in fieldwork. We both felt continually drawn to 
look beneath and beyond our daily hunting and gathering of data, to 
search for better understanding of our accumulating harvest. A 
second value is the flexibility of the grounded theory process; we 
believe we achieved better understanding by our use of it even 
though it was less than complete. It had the advantage of flexibly 
returning results in the measure it was used, making unnecessary an 
all-or-nothing choice. We see it as a useful kind of interdisciplinary 
borrowing because we believe that both ethnographers and oral 
historians as well as others can adapt it to their own needs and 
conditions. 

B. Domestic discord within marital harmony. The grounded 
theory and ethnographic approaches seem to be deeply compatible 
but also contradictory in some respects, as noted earlier. They are 
acompatible in that the general spirit of both favors beginning in an 
unstructured way, then focusing questions and formalizing techniques 
only with increasing familiarity with the people and their setting, 
thus moving from an initial exploratory mode, through a qualitative 
descriptive phase, to an interpretive conclusion. As described 
above, we began with few fixed ideas about the villagers' experience 
of well-being, tried to learn the main elements of that experience 
from their daily lives, and then sought the interrelations among 
these elements. The ethnographic and grounded theory approaches 
lend themselves individually--and even more when combined-to 
such a task of discovery and interpretation. 

These two approaches are, nevertheless, somewhat conflicting 
in at least two ways. First, they differ in the degree of their use of 
pre-fixed categories of data. Grounded theorists, generally problem- 
centered, favor approaching the local setting without fixed ideas in 
regard to types of data until the significant characteristics of the 
particular setting and problem are understood, but they take 
somewhat for granted the large (American) social and cultural 
environment. Ethnographers, usually culture-centered, favor 
describing that larger environment as essential context for the 
subject of study, assuming, particularly in earlier years, that readers 
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knew little of the (remote or marginal) people under study. 
Ethnographers thus tend to try to describe the setting compre- 
hensively, classifying data by some categories such as: subsistence 
activities, ecological adaptations, kinship descent, marital patterns, 
religious beliefs and practices, and the like." The ninety ethnographic 
categories by which we coded our field notes thus permit detailed 
comparisons among similar types of data during all our period of 
fieldwork; but that coding procedure itself interferes somewhat with 
the detailed examination of each category of data in the constant 
comparative method of grounded theory (described in phase 4 
above). 

As a second serious consideration, grounded theorists and 
ethnographers differ in their degree of exposure to the world of their 
informants. It is the difference in perspective between the 
commuter at work and the goldfish in the bowl. Grounded theorists, 
visiting their research sites, can regulate the flow of data and control 
their analysis by returning home, at the ethnographic cost of limiting 
their exposure. Ethnographers, constantly exposed and drowning in 
data, can rarely control the flood of information streaming in. We 
could not handle all of those tidal waves of data with the teaspoon- 
by-teaspoon procedure of Glaser and Strauss, but their method did 
offer us guidance for more discriminating analysis of our central 
concepts of well-being. 

Conclusion 
In conclusion, we advocate generous borrowing and lending 

among our disciplines, including full rights for borrowers to adapt as 
they adopt. We sought to make appropriate rather than com- 
prehensive use of the approaches we borrowed. Our account may 
seem overburdened with technique and theory to those oral 
historians who prefer their narratives "straight from the interviewee." 
The common experience of ethnographers, however, is that 
someone else's world is often not what it looks like, and that the 
people in that world do not always mean what they seem to say. 
Clifford Geertz is an especially eloquent analyst of this cross- 
cultural experience, which he approaches from the perspective of 

8See, for example, George P. Murdock et aL, Outline of Cultural Materials (New 
Haven, Conn.: Human Relations Area Files, 1950). 
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symbolic or interpretive anthropology, his own attempt "to come to 
terms with the diversity of the ways human beings construct [view] 
their lives in the act of leading them."' Geertz has presented 
dramatic examples of the breadth and subtlety of human diversity 
from his work in Bali, Java, and Morocco; but the same subtlety if 
not breadth of diversity exists within our own society, as Michael 
Agar demonstrates elsewhere in this volume. 

Peter Friedlander anticipated such diversity in his oral history 
interviews with American automobile workers. He was aware that he 
would have to penetrate the cultural world of ethnic blue-collar 
workers, but in the course of interviewing he discovered he also had 
to penetrate the occupational world of a union official whose world 
he thought he already culturally shared. He noted that the particular 
collaboration of an interviewee and interviewer entails joint but 
diverse cultural constructions of meanings in the course of an 
interview.'0 The interviewer distorts rather than facilitates com- 
munication by assuming knowledge and understanding of the world 
and words of the interviewee. These unintended distortions can 
arise in crossing ethnic, regional, generational, religious, or 
occupational boundaries in "our own society," as Friedlander 
illustrated vividly. 

The alternative to explicit theory and procedure is not simply to 
record the "facts of the case" but to stumble along in the self- 
deception of ignoring our own implicit theories and assumptions 
about self and others, thus pouring those others into our 
unexamined mental molds rather than explicitly exploring their 
molds. 

"Clifford Geertz, Local Knowledge: Further Essays in Interpretive Anthropology 
(New York: Basic Books, 1983), 16. Geertz's perspective is presented with striking 
examples in this volume and in an earlier book of collected essays, The Interpretation 
of Cultures (New Yorkc Basic Books, 1973). 

'0Peter Friedlander, "Theory, Method, and Oral History," in Oral History: An 
Interdisciplinary Anthology, ed. David K Dunaway and Willa K Baum (Nashville, 
Tenn.: American Association for State and Local History, 1984), 131-41. 
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